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There is no need for people to have any falsified conceptions. People who are 
seeking slaves in the form of jesus, who will 'save' them while they are doing 
absolutely nothing for their existence, not even the slightest possible thing to get 
better. Are in the wrong place. 
 
Satan is not the God of the cattle, the meek, or the purposefully stupid. Satan 
accepts all Gentiles who are his creations. However, the struggle we undergo 
today is not to save those who are beyond saving. We are not some fake saviors, 
and we don't have to make fake promises. We have to be realistic.  
 
Satan has his own elite souls within humanity. And many people who have inside 
them the ancient worth and higher spirit. This is what Satan, the Gods, and us 
should care about. We aren't trying to save those who have given and sold out 
themselves. There are many who are beyond salvaging, like a fried robot from 
too much poison.  
 
We are seeking for the remaining diamonds of the golden age, in unfortunately 
what we can call a mountain of trash. On the top of which the enemy stands at 
the top.  
 
Indirectly, yes, through our fight, many humans will be saved from impending 
disasters which they will never understand. Even if they 'do' understand, they will 
never REALLY understand what we have done, or what we are doing. We should 
gratify ourselves in knowing what we do here, as family and for one another, and 
rejoicing in the company and providence of the Gods.  
 
The 'outer' circle or 'half-awake goy' will only understand the last chapters of 
what we have been working upon.  
 
Only the Children of the Gods will finally grasp that. Why? Because it's in our 
Souls already. This is what pushes us forward. We are people from all over the 
planet, but at the same time, we are so close, something which should be 
technically impossible. But this is because Gentiles here belong to larger soul 
family of the Gods.  
 
Satan has entrusted this mission to all of us his favorites amongst all Gentiles. To 
win their love and their support, one has to listen and to walk the path. One has 
to rise spiritually and do their own, small or bigger deeds to save themselves. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170805003802/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19103.html#p97331


Saving essentially means finishing Satan's work on the Gentile Races. That of 
spiritual work. This can and must happen at the self.  
 
We are not asking for the approval of the herd. But we warn them anyway. The 
'herd' doesn't know logic, common sense, or understanding. It knows what the 
enemy has taught it, fear and intimidation. However, inside this very herd are 
also the ears that will be wise enough to listen, isolated, and at war with the herd 
in one way or another. We are seeking the individuals who band as warrior unit 
where needed.  
 
And who have the power to rise above their own insignificant and mortal blinding 
existence. These diamonds exist through all the people in the world, and our job 
is to find them. Many times, they come on their own too, thankfully. These are the 
people that will bring change. Not some random "mass" of irrelevant people who 
are comfortable with being "goyim".  
 
Satanism is open to those who have something elite spiritually inside them, the 
righteous, and the people who seek to make greater selves out of themselves. 
This must be recognized and worked upon, for one to progress.  
 
Who is that that Satan "Saves"? 
 
Not everybody... That's for sure... 
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